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A Roadmap for VTCT and, potentially, other AOs/EPAOs to engage with
EDI focussing on actions leading to the following staging posts:
Emerging
 Established
 Leading


Introduction
• The Home Truths: Undoing racism and delivering

real diversity in the charity sector report (ACEVO
and Voice4Change)
(https://www.acevo.org.uk/reports/home-truths/)
is not a report that asks if there is a problem with
‘race’ equity in the charity sector. It has long been
known that there is an under-representation of
BAME people working in the charity sector, and
that under-representation is worse in senior
leadership roles. Instead, in this report it seeks to
reframe the ‘diversity’ debate, saying that racism is
a significant and unresolved issue in the charity
sector just as it is in the rest of society.

• This EDI Roadmap is VTCT’s response to the not
only to the challenge of the report, but also to the
issues that affect the Awarding and Assessment
sector as a whole, and particularly for VTCT . Black,
Asian and other minority-ethnic groups are underrepresented in our organisation at a senior level
and on our Board. Our qualification specialisms of
Hair and Beauty have cultural identification issues
with the Black community.
• We hope this EDI Roadmap sets for out for VTCT
our new perspectives, possibilities and ambition for
change

NB This Roadmap uses a template developed by the UK Climate Commission for Higher and Further Education adapted by the author to cover EDI matters
https://www.eauc.org.uk/fe_roadmap?dm_i=26BG,71O3H,FUY7DU,SFL4V,1

How to Use this Roadmap








The roadmap includes three ‘levels’ of VTCT approaches
to EDI, organised by different levels of maturity:
Emerging: VTCT just beginning to address a more antiracist and equity-based approach
Established: VTCT with an established approach to EDI
and structures in place to support it
Leading: VTCT is a model organisation to other AOs and
EPAOs on EDI matters

Each ‘level’ contains a series of initiatives VTCT will
implement to reach a point where it is considered a model
AO/EPA regarding EDI.
These initiatives are categorised as:

Leadership

Learning and Research

Operations

Partnerships and engagement

Data Collection
The Roadmap is intended to be used by the CLT and
Board to guide decisions about EDI within VTCT and for
staff to measure and check against progress



Each initiative has both an indicative ‘cost’ and ‘time’ rating. As a general guide, we
would estimate the following:

Cost

Explanation

Time

Explanation

£

Main cost is staff time

< 6 months

££

Additional Costs (£1-10K)
and/or staff time

6-18 months

£££

Substantial Costs (£1030k) and/or staff

18+ months

Key Words and Definition
Key Word

Definition

Inclusion

Actions that that invite and support “difference” in a setting

Diversity

The presence in VTCT of people who together have various elements of human difference such as gender
and gender equity, “race” and ethnicity, faith, sexual orientation, disability classification and class.
It can only apply to a collective, not to an individual (Bolger,2017)

Equity

BAME

An approach to diversity and inclusion that includes:
• An analytical framework – certain people/groups are differently situated in society
• A way to think about corrective action to level-up
• Thinking about outcomes for BAME individuals or groups – they must be enhanced to achieve
equality
Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic ‘BAME’ – this has many limitations e.g. White is ‘normal’ and everyone else
is ‘other’; people think of themselves in more specific ways such as black Caribbean, Chinese. Others may
identify more with African/African Diaspora, Black/Black Muslim
VTCT use the term to describe the aggregate experiences of (often) racialised and minoritised people
categorised as other than ‘white British’

EDI ACTION ROADMAP

Gather Staff views
on EDI

Establish EDI
Advisory Group

Appoint Geoff
Thompson as EDI
Advisory Group
Chair

Measure existing
EDI data and report
internally (annually)

Agree with
Trustees and staff
an EDI Statement

Publish EDI Action
Roadmap

Sign up to
potential Sectoral
Statement (tbc)
“The AO EDI
Statement”

Ensure inclusive
imagery is
available in all
publications and
signage

Become a member
of industry review
groups on
qualifications re
H&B

Implement
strategies to
reduce inequities
within VTCT

Publically report
VTCT ethnicity pay
gap data

EMERGING

Engage with Voice
4 Change England

Change
recruitment criteria
for staff &
trustees– value
attributes
differently

Establish AO
network for EDI in
Assessment &
Awarding

Managers and
Leaders in VTCT
learn more about
racism and current
anti-racist thinking

Set and implement
internal DEI targets

Conduct Equity
Impact Planning
for VTCT work

Integrate explicit
race equity goals
into our charitable
work

EDI process shared
with other AOs

Public
announcement of
commitment to
EDI

Undertake initial
review of H&B
quals re fit for “EDI
purpose”

ESTABLISHED
Audit all
qualifications
portfolio against
Equity Impact
Plans

Develop and
support BAME
VTCT staff

Work with BAME
DEI Specialists to
improve practice

BAME Targets
included in
Corporate Plan
and Accountability
through CEO and
Chair

Expand EDI
Advisory Group to
other “protected
characteristics”

Work with other
sector bodies in
Education and
wider charitable
sector to improve
EDI

LEADING

Leadership

Learning and
research

Operations

Partnerships and
engagement

Data collection

Share EDI story
with mainstream
press

Embed EDI into
staff development

Apply for Sectoral
Recognition
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LEADERSHIP

Gather
staff views
on EDI

Appoint Geoff
Thompson as
EDI Advisory
Group Chair

LEADING

ESTABLISHED

EMERGING
Establish
EDI
Advisory
Group

LEADING

ESTABLISHED

Agree with
Trustees and
staff an EDI
Statement

Public
announcement
of commitment
to EDI

Managers and
Leaders in VTCT
learn more about
racism and current
anti-racist thinking

Audit all
qualifications
portfolio
against Equity
Impact Plans

Change
recruitment
criteria for staff
& trustees–
value attributes
differently

Expand EDI
Group to other
protected
characteristics

Ensure inclusive imagery is
available in all publications
and signage

LEARNING & RESEARCH

OPERATIONS

PARTNERSHIPS AND
ENGAGEMENT

DATA COLLECTION

Develop and
support BAME
VTCT staff

Publically
report VTCT
ethnicity pay
gap data
Integrate explicit
race equity gaols
into our
charitable work

Implement
strategies to
reduce
inequities
within VTCT

Sign up to Sectoral
Statement (tbc) “The
AO EDI Statement

Become a member of
industry review groups
on qualifications re H&B

Measure existing
EDI data and report
internally (annually

EDI process
shared with
other AOs

Conduct
Equity Impact
Planning for
VTCT work

Establish AO
network for EDI
in Assessment &
Awarding

Publish EDI
Action
Roadmap

Set and
implement
internal DEI
targets

Engage with Voice
4 Change England

Share EDI story
with
mainstream
press

Develop and
support BAME
VTCT staff

BAME Targets included in
Corporate Plan and
Accountability through
CEO and Chair

Work with BAME
DEI Specialists to
improve practice

Embed EDI into
staff development

Work with other
sector bodies in
Education and
wider charitable
sector to improve
EDI

Apply for
Sectoral
recognition

Undertake initial
review of H&B
quals re fit for “EDI
purpose”

EMERGING

WHAT DOES AN ‘EMERGING’ VTCT STAGE LOOK LIKE?
Review any gaps in H&B qualification
offer which address some of the
sectoral criticisms and looks at
economic impact
££

Has a good understanding of the views of its staff and trustees on EDI
and their appetite for ambitious change £

Has established an EDI Advisory
Group and independent Chair
££

Publicly report VTCT
ethnicity pay gap and gender
data on voluntary basis
££

Ensure inclusive imagery is
available in all publications and
signage and lead with BAME
representation
££

Has made a public statement recognising
EDI and played its part adding to the
growing pressure on the sector to act in
response to racism change.
Join any EDI working group affecting H&B
£

Sign up to potential Sectoral
Statement (tbc) “The AO EDI
Statement” facilitated by AW
and KD as Co-Chairs of FAB £

Has published an EDI Road map visible to all
stakeholders
£

ESTABLISHED

WHAT DOES A VTCT ‘ESTABLISHED’ STAGE LOOK LIKE?
** Black FE Leaders Group

Work with BFELG** on
developing critical friend
relationship
£

Commitment to EDI reflected in Corporate plan and it has a meaningful
ring-fenced budget to deliver on it (which includes funds staff can bid
for to deliver EDI) ££

Engage Advisors to seek out new
trustees with mandate on underrepresented groups and valuing
different attributes
££

Undertake research on VTCT
Black students, participation,
achievements and destinations
on VTCT apprenticeships*
££
Undertake research on VTCT Black students
participation, achievements and destinations on
VTCT quals* ££

Undertake the actions as described
in the Established staging post in the
Road map
£
Develop qualifications in EDI
for AO staff and leaders and
develop workshops with
external agencies
££
Look at creating pathways for
black professional people to join
VTCT
£
* Within larger piece of work on destination
data tbc in future strategy

LEADING

WHAT DOES A VTCT ‘LEADING’ STAGE LOOK LIKE?
Promote and develop, with
others, a Sectoral Recognition
scheme for AO and EPAO in
EDI practice and Action
£

Programme of development and support
for Black staff to make progress with
VTCT or on secondment with other AO
committed to EDI agenda £

Develop mentoring
relationship for BAME staff
in VTCT to guide and
develop career, including
secondment
£

Work with DfE and IFATE/ESFA
to include EDI criteria in T level
bidding arrangements for initial
and subsequent contract
procurement
£

Undertake the activities
outlined in the Leading
staging post outlined in the
Roadmap ££

Incorporate EDI
principles into
proposed Chartered
Body for AO and EPAO
£

Undertake a Leadership
Development Programme fro
BAME staff and senior
Leadership, which is more than
unconscious bias training for
leaders
££

“No problem can be solved
from the same level of
consciousness that created it”

